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INNOVATION DISCLAIMER 

"When a great innovation appears, it will 
almost certainly be in a muddled, incomplete, 
and confusing form ... for any speculation, 
which does not at first glance look crazy, 
there is no hope." 

  

Freeman Dyson, Disturbing the Universe  
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Epiphany 

AnAn  epiphany is a sudden epiphany is a sudden 
manifestation or perception of the manifestation or perception of the 

essential nature or meaning of essential nature or meaning of 
something or an intuitive grasp of something or an intuitive grasp of 
reality, usually simple and striking.reality, usually simple and striking.  
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  The incredible complexity and order  

in the Universe did not simply arise 
from pure unguided chance  

nor did the surprising diversity arise 

 from a preplan construction.  

Consciousness and Creative  

are United in perpetual surprise. 
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TThe entire universehe entire universe  of Creationof Creation  is is constructedconstructed  out of out of 
the the ExpressExpress  OOriginal riginal Coherence Nature of The Coherence Nature of The 
Godhead.Godhead.  

CConsciousness of Creatoronsciousness of Creator  Original Original Source Impulse Source Impulse of of 
CreatrixCreatrix..    

Coherent Space Coherent Space GodheadGodhead--  Creative Creative Shakti Shakti Space Space 
GoddessGoddess  

The world The world   results from spontaneous results from spontaneous order with no order with no 
separate thing.separate thing.  
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Holo’Space Philosophy  
Holo’Space spiritualizes art and science.  Holo’Space as a perceptual 

mode guides principles of a spiritually unified art-science 
philosophy. 

Holo’Space is a fusion, a new quality of perception.  
The world as a whole is organized according to cosmic laws and 

harmonic aesthetic principles. 
The Holo’Space provides the paradigm organizational understanding of 

Space  offering path for new technologies.  
Holo’Spatial Beings will learn by these new principles to function as 

terrestrial antennae to moderate the electroscalar field directly and 
establish communications with cosmic civilizations throughout the 
universe. 

Liberated from the mental material concept of space rooted as an 
arbitrary point and returned to living wholeness, we can understand 
space and time, action and fields as principled mediums of art. 
Vistas open beyond what most artists have begun to consider.  
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Holo’SpaceHolo’SpaceHolo’SpaceHolo’Space    
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This Manifesto is a Vision for a new 
direction in art 

Domains of Space 

– Bring understanding of Space as Life 

– Point to how our understanding of Space is 
fundamental to our Subjective Life 

– Art as a tool for scientific, philosophical, spiritual 
and creative realization and evolution 
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Holo’Space coalesces the random energies 
of light and mind to transmit  

syntropic and negentropic effects.  

Color, textures, shapes and relationships  

and connection are portals  

to the open system of Creation. 
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Holo’Qubism 

• Holo’Qubism completes Cubism. Is about the “Form of 
Principles” rather as in Cubism, the “Principle of Forms”.  

• Holo’Qubism, with holo resonance at every point 

This relates to Qbits. Quantum bits of intelligence are 
transmitted from Coherent Space as Creation through 
Subjective Space This is transceived via the cellular 
cytoskeleton structure with its operational parameters. 
This is the basis of Astral Fluid as Water in a fifth state. 
State Four substance is the Liquid Crystal Cellular 
Receiving Matrix. 
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 The "Q" in Qubism relates also to 
Quabbalistics. We understood  here  

that this study is the study of Principles  
as Oscillations, the Body of Source 

 for coherent creation,  
the Creator’s Original Design Science. 

  
We use spelling of "Quabbalah" to distinguish 

this approach to be  
modern, functional and principle-based.  

 
 



Space Itself is not Form.  
Vectorized Space is Form. 

 Space is Principled Oscillations  
as super-harmonics of freedom.  

 
No form is fundamental.  

 
Principles emerge as or directly 

through the primal nature of Space.  
 



• All forces involve a continuous input of energy 
from the local vacuum flux regardless of whether 
motion results or not.   

• The work function is a simplification based on a 
superficial perspective disregarding the reality of 
the energetic vacuum.  The work function is valid 
when material systems are in dynamic equilibrium 
with Zero Point Shakti.   

• All material systems have sustaining forces and 
consequently require continuous energy flow.   

• This energy flow can be tapped for art expression. 
   
 



Material Space is nearly Transparent  
to Zero Point Potential 

 

• Localized effects are gravity, inertia and atomic and 
molecular bonding.  Properties of Material Space are 
directly attributable to its atomic and nuclear structure 
pulsed from the energetic vacuum of space.   

• Material Space is held together by the impelling 
pressure of the Zero Point Shakti acting at the 
molecular and macro scale.  

• Individual atoms and molecules constitute Base or 
Original Casimir-Columb coherence drops”.  
 
 



Holo’Space 

Takes the random energies of light and 
dimensionally reorganizes them in such a way 
to polarize and bring coherence to the 
Universal  force fields of the body-mind. 

We will learn the secrets to amplify gravity and 
tap Source Intelligence. 
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Coherence, is that the otherwise random zero-point 
energy of the quantum vacuum is induced to 
become organized in a defined region of space so as 
to produce net effects. These Shakti Spinning with 
duration isotropic to matter can be used to power a 
load, or provide field effects for propulsion and work 
without a material reaction medium. Control of 
gravity and Inertial forces are consequently possible. 
Coherence can be challenging to produce because of 
the transient, non-equilibrium, non-linear conditions 
that must be set up between the material system 
and the energetic vacuum flux. 

 



Scalar Wave Resonance 
• Research has shown that genetic information is not contained 

in DNA strands. DNA and RNA molecules generate optical 
holograms in resonance with and driven by specific 
frequencies generated by the universal standing scalar wave. 
This is intelligence Itself. Every living cell and groups 
resonantly receive coded signal triggers from universal scalar 
wave nodes necessary for biochemical processes such as 
protein synthesis coordinating. 

• Concerning resonance and the harmonics, when you strike a 
note, all the strings tuned vibrate. These coded signals strike 
such chords in our Being and bodies all the time. 
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Coherent Spontaneity 

There is only coherence in creation. There is 
only spontaneity in creation. All creation is 
completely coherent and completely 
spontaneous. They are fundamentally unified 
as expressions of the Absolute within the 
Absolute. When Consciousness and Desire are 
set in Motion, Creation as Creative Intent is 
expressed across the Whole Scale of Creation. 
There is only unified-polarity.  
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Shakti Space Properties  
• Shakti Space compressed, translated or 

otherwise organized in any way in respect to 
the Material Space exhibits virtual properties. 

– Gives to Art 

• Density 

• Momentum 

• Elasticity 

• Coherent field Stiffness 

• Subjective Space Syntropic and Negentropic Re-
organization 
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Zero Point Potential 
• Contrary to our current limitations in measurement, this 

universal field exists everywhere, radiates in every 
direction with equal transverse pressure, with no  
breaking-symmetry vector-time non-linearity vibrations. 

• Like the depths of the ocean, an object at the bottom 
receives the pressure from all the water above it. This 
“fluid pressure” is equal in all directions, and is why we 
did not notice its effect before Quantum Mechanics yet 
we have been creating through this Forever. 
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The primordial energy  

of the Vacuum Fluctuations of space  

is the root of all material existence.   

 

Empty space is filled with, composed  

of ubiquitous, isotropic voltage  

of the Zero-Point Field.  

 

Dark Voltage has a non-material Shakti mass.  

 



All forms of energy and matter and life  

are supported by an implicate domain  

that is neither energy or matter,  

that is everywhere existing  

having no physical dimension  

yet is the root of all, 

Creator's Coherent Space.  

Out of this very nature arises all that is. 
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Principle 
• Principle, the most abstract of all domains 

when actived or accessed or used causes all 
kinds of effects and miracles. For example, one 
aspect of the principle of Primordial Psychical 
Air is Omniscience and Pure Intelligence. and 
can bestow the highest sort of illumination 
possible as well as various sorts of musical and 
poetic gifts to name a few.  

• The very livingness of The Divine contains all 
that we can ever realize and all that will ever 
be realized. 
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Zero-Point primordial energy of the vacuum 
is all pervasive underpinning all aspects 

 of the material Universe.  

Its existence has been verified  

through coherence and interference 
phenomena including the Casimic Effects.  

 
 



Coherent Reorganizing Subjective Space 
 

Across Scale harmonics arising through the viewer’s 
Subjective Space will induce field realignments of the 
material energetic fields of the viewer. 

 
Organized induced reorganization of the Subjective Space 

through standing wave harmonic art. 
 
Coherence entails a plurality that is singular,  
a multiplicity that is a unity.  
 
Self  that is not subjective phenomena is the domain of 

coherence, a pure state or pure duration that 
permeates the whole of our being 25 



Envisioning Space Itself 

When viewing art, the viewer is accustomed to viewing 
an object of art within a defined space. 

  

They are not accustomed to viewing space that has no 
object yet is overflowing with subjective imagery. 

 

There is no thingness (‘thing’) to be viewed. Until the 
viewer becomes accustomed to viewing space itself, 
they will not know what they are seeing and project 
there own subjectivity and miss what is being 
expressed. 
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We have no closed systems in the Universe; everything 
interacts through Zero Point Shakti.  

 
Zero-Point Shakti sustains all matter on a continuous 

basis through force, harmonic resonance and 
interference interactions. Like the interactions of 
sound waves in music. 

  
The dynamic pressure of the vacuum exceeds 

100,000,000,000,000,000,000 kPa.  
 
Sustaining energy is set apart from Potential or Kinetic 

energy of a material system. It remains undetected as 
a coherent flow of Zero Point Potential in a dynamic 
yet maintaining equilibrium state with the material 
system. 
 
 



• Zero Point Shakti holds atomic nucleus together from the 
outside through compressure just as Cell Intelligence from 
the boundary to the outside through Compassion holds 
cellular operations coherent.   
 

• The nucleus is not held together by internal attraction of a 
gluon particle type. Matter is not attracted to itself. Ever. On 
the contrary it emerges as the principle of separation. When 
the compressure of Shakti Negentropics is stronger than 
separation, matter appears to attract. Matter is pushed 
together by Shakti differential.  
 

• Harmonic facets provide secure contact interface between 
bonded nucleons leading to bond strength, lattice stability 
and semi-rigidity. 
 

 
 
 



Genetic Diversity 
• Ordered unpredictability is at the root of the 

brain’s functionality and also great art. 

• Hyperdimensional space and form is a 
mediating teleological golden mean between 
maximizing information while allowing chaotic 
input. 

• Holarchies are coherent across dimensionality 
and fractal across scale, the equivalent of 
genetic diversity. 
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Holo’Dimensional Evolution 

First there is a whole something, then that becomes 
a whole something else. The nature of the 
relationships of the something determines what 
the nature of the something becomes. 

Increasing hyperdimensional harmonic complexity 
leads to Art-intelligence at the interface between 
novelty and order.  

 

This is how art becomes smarter. 
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Art as Idea 
 Through history there have been few new art ideas. 

Most art ideas are sourced from alternative fields; 
thermodynamics, politics, information theory, 
computer technology.  

True Art Ideas that carry the power of soul activation. 
They transmit talismanic energy. True art ideas carry 
the power to transfuse consciousness across scale.  

That Art is Life and can Engineer new fields and frames 
of Consciousness, emerging directly from the heart 
of Creation itself.  
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Art Manifestos and Their Art 

A manifesto belongs to the process of artistic 
Action. It is an artistic act. One cannot 
separate the manifesto and its art.  They 
are bound together in an inherent and 
essential way. 

  
Means clear and conspicuous. A manifesto is 

art speaking in the first person.  
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Arts when they have poetry have prophetic 
impact. They are imbued with direction. 
Direction in poetry awakens imagination to 
function and create. The soul is birthed 
through poetry and the urgency of the work. 
For the soul, imagination is all-powerful. 
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• Awakening ideas provide the fuel of soul-creation 
and revelation. Arts that carry this energy allow 
these ideas to enter the domain of soul and 
become creative scaffolding for the disi-
llusionments of ego constructing radiance via soul 
awakening.  

• The rules of the soul bring to birth the building of 
the soul. The rules of the soul-making are the rules 
of Divine imagination; akin to creation. Soul is born 
from the body of Gods and Goddesses in direct 
Agni-fire transmission.  

• The Plan from which the future shall be birthed is 
an inherent intelligence waiting to tapped and 
translated. 
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Coherent Space 27 Color Spectrum  
• Coherent Colors are akin to Principles. Principles brought forth all that is, 

all existence and all possibility.  In our capacity and knowledge of these 
these colors reveal new Space by means by which we can embody First 
Cause. Principles are experienced as a multisensory holographic complex 
dispersed throughout the whole psycho-spiritual field.  These 
Holographic complexes are the simulitudes of the Original Oscillations 
and directly embody their potencies. 

• As Holo’Fractal faculties are unfolded the capacity to embody Principle 
unfolds.   Capacity to use develops and unfolded, one can cause 
primordial principles to become creatively active in the microcosm and 
macrocosm.  Creative expressions are generated by the combining of 
various principles.  

• Principle, the most abstract of all domains is also tangible, if actived. 
Directly non-materially cause all kinds of effects and miracles.  

• The first of the Coherent colors is the principle of Air or Omniscience 
Equilibrium, Pure Intelligence.  The highest illumination. Musical and 
Poetics.  

• Principles are the colors of the very livingness of The Source itself. 
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Coherent Space 
• Coherent Space is the Real Space of our 

consciousness, and the archetypal framework of 
our Universe. It is the Matrix from which Bliss is 
expressed through our three-dimensional being.  

• For every female pole, there is a male pole, the 
battery principle combining create Voltaged Light 
at every junction. 

 This recursive dipolarity organize Real Space grids. 
Each and every part of our being and Universe 
compose an Action Grid. 
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Coherence 
• Coherence increase as the 4th root of the 

organized complexity 

• The visual energy gradient increases by the 
fourth power between frame as mass 
coherence and the randomized light and mind 
of the environment. 

• Charge Voltage is generated as a byproduct of 
coherence as Zero-point Void Transversal 
Casimiric Kinetic Amplication. 
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Awakening  Coherence (detail) 
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Coherent Space Birthing Universes 
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Open Systems  
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Holo'Dimensional Coherent Space  
• Holo'Dimensional Coherent Space answers the 

mystery of three-dimensional appearance of 
complexity and form and life. When Material 
Space breaks the potentialized symmetry of Real 
Space then the infinite, but unexpressed, can 
show its creative expression through 
multiplications of harmonic living resonance. 
Breaking hypersymmetry,  Material Space 
appears shifting unity to interdependence, so 
Consciousness can Emerge.  
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Representing Coherent Space 
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What does Coherence look like? 
• Think of a gathering of consummate musicians 

playing jazz together where every player is 
freely improvising moment to moment while 
keeping in tune and in rhythm with the 
spontaneity of the whole.  

• This is a special kind of wholeness that 
maximizes both local freedom and global 
attunement. 
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Infinitely Complex Space 
. 

 

Holo’Space’s holo’symmetric harmonic pairs transduce experiential pathways 
through Infinitely Complex Dimensional Space. Holo’Space consciousness 
receives signals from the frameless field of Coherent Space by units of paired 
symmetries through harmonic field resonance.  

The fundamental unit consciousness of Holo’Space, hypersymmetric pairs 
transduce negentropic energetics from Zero point space of Shakti through 
surface space through harmonic resonance and syntropic energetics 
transferred from Coherent Space through Subjective Space as visual 
resonance. 

 This is the melding of the Mother Oscillations, the principle of contraction, 
Water, or Tamas with the Principle of Expansion, Fire or Rajas. The resultant is 
The Principle of Dynamic Equilibrium, Air, Sattva transducing Divine 
Intelligence. They Precipitate Earth together, as Creation, the Manifest 
Dynamic Field. 
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Fractal geometry is about infinitely complex form. 

Holo’Space is about infinitely complex space 

 
– Fractals, expressing fractional dimensions are infinitely 

complex forms. 

– Holo’Spaces are infinitely complex spaces of complex 
multiple dimensionality. 

 





Canons of Space 

– Space is curved rather than flat 

– Space has all possible properties 

– Space is non-dual 

– Space simultaneously interpenetrates multiple dimensions. 

– Space simultaneously interpenetrates multiple spaces relative 
to themselves.   

– Space extends as different realms of existence we can 
shamanisticly visit. 

– Space has domains with very specific relationships that explain 
Creation in a comprehensive manner. Subjective, material, zero 
point and coherent are the Domains. 

– Space exists as fundamental original principles. Principles exist 
everywhere as Space Itself.  47 



New Space Realities  

Space realities become part of human consciousness when there is a 
change in a fundamental canon. 

Space and Form are inseparable. Buddhist and Cubism 

Space has 4 or more dimensions. Hyperspace. 

Form is a fractal of a dimension. Fractal shapes are 
iterative, a repeating feedback action loop. Shapes are 
defined by iteration, repeating an equation in a feedback 
loop over and over again. 

Space is infinite potential. 

Space is the vessel of all realms of existence. 

Space is an Open System, inherently. We Limit open 
systems through Form. 
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Space Domains 
 
– The Material Space or emptiness-form around us. We commonly assume this to be the only 

“True Space.” This is the Space of physical measurements. What we commonly relate to as 
Creation. We commonly assume this is the only Space and is basically seen by the modern mind 
as emptiness. This is space of objective relationships.   

 
– Prana Source, The Subjective Space Ether that seems to be within as Mind. -  Conception space. 

A fundamental quality of this Space is context-feeling. How we conceive space and the inner 
landscape. The fundamental quality of this space is a feeling so when you change Subjective 
space, feeling shifts from one vibrational station to another. Subjective Being as extensions of 
The Godhead.   

 
– Real Space Shakti Creative Void Substrate of The Material Quanta. Zero Point Potential - Real 

Space Alive with All-Prevading Life The Creative Source Shakti Impulses are material distinctions.  

 
– Coherent Akasha Source Space, the Transcendental Coherent Absolute Metaverse. Coherent 

Space is the creative source of Creation. The patterns of the Universe are the appearance of 
Coherent Space Complexity. Coherent Space is without the vector of time. Coherent Space has 
the quality of pattern duration. It is experienced as a kind of journey or story and can alter our 
Subjective Space.  Hence the power of syntropic impulses, the power of the story, the draw of 
the journey.  It alters destiny.  
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New Space changes our Dreams and 
Subjective Reality 

• New realizations of Space penetrates into the psyche, 
changes our dreams and subjective reality. 

 
• New space and new geometry express new beauty. 

 
• Our historic geometries of space are inadequate to express 

our contemporary experience. 
– From the Flat space of the Ancients 
– To the Empty rigid space of the renaissance 
– To the Field Filled aggressive space of 20th century 
– To the holo’linked space of modern media connecting all places 

at once.  
– To the space of Coherent Source  
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Shakti Space 

The Shakti field exists everywhere, radiating in all 
directions. Having pressure equal in all 
directions, it is not vibrational.. An object in the 
deep of the ocean receives pressure equal in all 
directions. This perfect symmetry and is why we 
do not notice its effects.  
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Shakti Space - Zero Point Energy Space  
Manifesting Material Space Duration 
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View of Material Space manifestation from Real Space 
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